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Members of the House Committee on Elections:

My name is Caleb Smith; I am a Campaign Director for Kansas Appleseed Center for Law and
Justice, a nonprofit, nonpartisan organization dedicated to the belief that Kansans, working
together, can build a state full of thriving, inclusive, and just communities.

Kansas Appleseed is opposing HB 2585. HB 2585 imposes a deadline for advance mail ballots
that is not within the voters’ control. This bill prioritizes the election night spectacle over the
ability of all Kansans to have their voice heard.

Every Kansan who casts a vote deserves to have that vote counted.  Kansas communities
depend on this right. It is important that everyone has the ability to exercise their right to vote,
not only because it is the fair and just thing, but also because research shows their health
depends on it. Ballot barriers perpetuate health inequalities and are linked to limited
accessibility of comprehensive health care, less-secure housing, less nutritious food, lower
quality education, fewer jobs with livable wages, and less freedom from crime and
discrimination.1

The revisions to K.S.A. 25-1132 in this bill would amplify differences in voter participation by
removing the window for any delays in ballots sent before the polls close. If this bill was in place
during the 2020 general election, 32,367 voters would not have had their votes counted.2

Rural communities will be particularly impacted by this new deadline for receipt of advance
ballots. Even minor postal delivery disruptions could put thousands of Kansans at risk of having
their vote discarded.3 The closure of processing centers in Colby, Dodge City, Hays, Hutchinson,
Liberal, and Topeka slowed delivery times for significant portions of rural Kansas.4 The pandemic
has increased the incidence of mailboxes being removed and delivery hours being reduced,
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which leads to more mail delays that are often unpredictable.5 The current statute includes
clear safeguards for those delays, as voters are responsible for sending their ballot before the
polls close and can plan accordingly for the three day delivery deadline. This bill completely
removes those protections and creates an unnecessary burden for rural residents voting by
mail.

People with disabilities will also be disproportionately affected by this bill. Voters with
disabilities are significantly more likely to cast their ballot by mail than the general population,
they are more likely to need assistance with voting, and they are more likely to send their
ballots in later.6

Removing the three day window for delivery of timely sent ballots is an arbitrary decision based
on the media coverage of elections. Newly elected officials do not take office until several
weeks after the election so the canvassing has no need to be official that same day. Only the
media benefits from a uniform deadline for the receipt of all ballots, as reporters can release
stories on election night or the next morning with final results. Kansans should not have their
democratic participation placed at risk by a practice that is convenient for the media.

This bill has no exception for unordinary delays. A voter could potentially receive their ballot
twenty days before the election, send the completed ballot the same day, and not have their
vote count because it arrives the Wednesday after the election, perhaps due to inclement
weather or short staffing causing low delivery for the local postal service. That individual would
have done everything possible to have their mail ballot received on time but lose their ability to
vote because of an unpredictable delay in the delivery time. For voters who regularly have
issues with timely delivery of mail, the further reduction of the mailing window to 20 days could
effectively deny them the right to vote by mail.

In conclusion, the removal of the window for delivery delays of timely advance ballots is an

unnecessary measure that would weaken our democracy. This policy adds too much pressure

on a timeline that is already tight, especially for the disabled and those in rural communities,

and creates a substantial risk that Kansans will lose their right to vote for reasons that are out of

their control.

For all of these reasons, Kansas Appleseed urges you to oppose HB 2585.
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